Corkscrews in Original Packaging for Sale

Don Bull, P. O. Box 596, Wirtz, VA 24184 USA
email: corkscrew@bullworks.net

(Please email with alphanumerical listing ID for availability and shipping – include your name and address)

Click here to return to index page:
http://www.bullworks.net/bullsale/
EE89 Master Eze South African patent jar and bottle opener with corkscrew. I wrote about this on my website in 1999 at http://www.bullworks.net/virtual/sfrica/sfrica.htm. One of the most frequently asked questions is “Where can I get one.” $125
EE94 Blast Off with this three piece bar set. $45
AN14 Corkscrew anchor with hanger in original box. $39
CT40 Woolworth stores closed several years ago. Remember Woolworths? Here’s a cat in the original package from there. $22
PD12 Metalart “Name Your Poison Cocktail Set” includes a bottle opener and corkscrew combination, six swizzle sticks with skull tops, and a “Name Your Poison” hanging medal for the bartender. $65
DG68 “Doggie” head as a sheath for Williamson’s (Newark, New Jersey) combination corkscrew and opener. The box is labeled “Handcarved – Jerywil Products”. $33
DG69 “Doggie” head as a sheath for Williamson’s (Newark, New Jersey) combination corkscrew and opener. The box is labeled “Handcarved by Marxman, New York.” $33
FF10 1964 Raven on the Roost corkscrew and cap lifter on a perch by Timber Line Woodcraft, Radferm, New York. $45 with original box.
FF83 Avillar parrot corkscrew, bottle opener, and ice cracker in original box. $75
FF84 Avillar parrot corkscrew, bottle opener, and ice cracker in original box. $75
FS61 Three fish in a box. Georges Briard design. Cap lifter, can opener, and corkscrew. c.1960s. $45

Georges Briard (May 17, 1917 – July 30, 2005) was an American award-winning designer in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. He is most well known for his signature dishware and glassware - everything from cups and plates to gold plated serving dishes. His signature collection was stocked at noted department stores, such as Neiman Marcus and Bonwit Teller.
FS62 Modern version of the Zig Zag type lazy tongs corkscrew. $55
EQ44 A boxed corkscrew and bottle stopper set marked ©1998 by Arthur Court Designs. $35
PG33 Bar Craft Pig in original box. $19
PP30 Scotsman in original box marked GOLDEN WHEEL. $27
PP31 The Belgian Boy Bar Tool. All metal. $49
PP32 Novelty bottle opener & corkscrew with folding worm. $18 with box.
PP35 Brass Bar Boy. Wood box inside red cardboard box. $24
PP36 Brass Survival Kit. Wood box inside red cardboard box. $24
MR22 The Leaping Frog corkscrew and foil cutter has a 2001 copyright by Ignition International. $35
MR29 Porcelain seal produced in 1960 by the English firm Wade Pottery. $95 in original box.
MR34 A pot metal turtle packaged as a “Coke” opener and corkscrew rather than “bottle” opener and corkscrew. $49
Since the initial marketing campaign, these legs have been increasingly difficult to find especially in the original boxes. The three pieces in this one are packaged in a plastic sleeve (thus the reflection). The Fisherman is British Registered Design No. 2,061,565 issued August 6, 1996 to Mark Holden. $75

The Corkscrew Company, Surrey, UK, introduced the Leg Pull in the 1990s. In their promotions they stated that the Leg Pull was “inspired by the humorous dinner party gadget of the 1890’s – the Lady’s Legs’ corkscrew. Applying the principle to the most popular modern day sports and pastimes, a colorful and eye-catching range of characters has been developed.” The party gadget reference is to the Can Can legs.
The Corkscrew Company, Surrey, UK, introduced the Leg Pull in the 1990s. In their promotions they stated that the Leg Pull was “inspired by the humorous dinner party gadget of the 1890’s – the Lady’s Legs’ corkscrew. Applying the principle to the most popular modern day sports and pastimes, a colorful and eye-catching range of characters has been developed.” The party gadget reference is to the Can Can legs.

SG25 Since the initial marketing campaign, these legs have been increasingly difficult to find especially in the original boxes. The three pieces in this one are packaged in a plastic sleeve (thus the reflection). The Scotsman is British Registered Design No. 2,061,568 issued August 6, 1996 to Mark Holden. $75
The Corkscrew Company, Surrey, UK, introduced the Leg Pull in the 1990s. In their promotions they stated that the Leg Pull was “inspired by the humorous dinner party gadget of the 1890’s – the Lady’s Legs’ corkscrew. Applying the principle to the most popular modern day sports and pastimes, a colorful and eye-catching range of characters has been developed.” The party gadget reference is to the Can Can legs.

SG26 Since the initial marketing campaign, these legs have been increasingly difficult to find especially in the original boxes. The three pieces in this one are packaged in a plastic sleeve (thus the reflection). The Jockey is British Registered Design No. 2,061,569 issued August 6, 1996 to Mark Holden. $75
Since the initial marketing campaign, these legs have been increasingly difficult to find especially in the original boxes. The three pieces in this one are packaged in a plastic sleeve (thus the reflection). The Cricketeer is British Registered Design No. 2,061,567 issued August 6, 1996 to Mark Holden. $75

The Corkscrew Company, Surrey, UK, introduced the Leg Pull in the 1990s. In their promotions they stated that the Leg Pull was “inspired by the humorous dinner party gadget of the 1890’s – the Lady’s Legs’ corkscrew. Applying the principle to the most popular modern day sports and pastimes, a colorful and eye-catching range of characters has been developed.” The party gadget reference is to the Can Can legs.
Since the initial marketing campaign, these legs have been increasingly difficult to find especially in the original boxes. The three pieces in this one are packaged in a plastic sleeve (thus the reflection). The Gardener is marked U.K. DES REG PAT PEND. $75

The Corkscrew Company, Surrey, UK, introduced the Leg Pull in the 1990s. In their promotions they stated that the Leg Pull was “inspired by the humorous dinner party gadget of the 1890’s – the Lady’s Legs’ corkscrew. Applying the principle to the most popular modern day sports and pastimes, a colorful and eye-catching range of characters has been developed.” The party gadget reference is to the Can Can legs.
The hole-in-one bar-caddie comes in a box with nice graphics. Made in Japan. $35 with box.

The old box makes a nice display item.
GF35 Now 25 years old! Peter Franke of Santa Monica, California designed this corkscrew standing on a golf tee sheath which protects the worm when not in use. He was granted U. S. Design Patent No. 319,170 on August 20, 1991. Do you have a special golf event coming up? I have 30 of these. How many do you need? $4.50 each.
GF36 Combination corkscrew, bottle opener, and double jigger in original box (tattered). $15
GF55 Caddy with stirrers. No corkscrew on measure. Nice graphics. $19
GF56 19th hole caddy. No top on box. $18
GF61 19th hole caddy without clubs. $15
GF62 “Bottom’s Up” multi-tool. Box top torn off. $25
GF63 Bottom’s Up” multi-tool. Souvenir of Metropolis, Illinois. $33
WP10 “Pistol Pete” is a plastic replica of Henry Derringer’s pistol typically used for dueling. The pistol has a “beer can opener, 1 – 1.5 oz. jigger, bottle opener, cork screw, and ice cracker.” Marked E. P.P.I. N.Y.C. MADE IN U.S.A. $85 with damaged box.
WP27 A modern .50 caliber corkscrew/bottle opener. $15
EB37 A large, heavy folding corkscrew in original package. $125
FG01 Combination tool marked WIZARD KNIFE SHARPENER. Includes original card (torn). Corkscrew, bottle opener, and knife sharpener. Made by Williamson Co., Newark, N. J. $55
IC44 French corkscrew cast with grapes, vines, and leaves on handle with fitted case. $750
FH01 The box says it is a “French Cork-Screw.” But the frame is marked ITALY! $85
TK16 Jackhammer corkscrew and coal car cap lifter souvenir by Holtzmann Saarbrucken (Saar is a German coal mining area). $89
MN48 Vest pocket perfume/medicine corkscrew on original sales card. Made in Germany. Card has a crease and a stain as seen in the photo. $95
MN50 Vest pocket perfume/medicine corkscrew on original sales card. Made in Germany. Card is torn where corkscrew inserts. $95
MN51 Miniature folding bow corkscrew marked GERMANY on original sales

care. $75
CH180 Plier type cork puller in original package. Made in Japan. $17
GF38 Everything the golfer needs to mix up drinks in this bar set by Deville, Japan. Mixed doubles perhaps! $29